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Outline of Talk
 Library 2.0
 Next Generation Catalogs
 Scholarly Communication 
 Digital Publishing / Media Centers
 New Partnerships and Roles
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Library 2.0
 Web 2.0 technologies
 User-centered change
 Review services using patron input
 Create new services regularly
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Why an alternative interface?
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Next Generation Library Catalogs
 Single search box, like Google
 Relevancy ranking of search results
 Faceted browsing
 Search catalog & other sources at one time
 Cover art, TOC, summaries 
 Evaluative content, write reviews, comments
 Examples
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Shifting Gears
 Librarians’ roles in the scholarly 
communication cycle
 Traditional modes
 Journals in the sciences
 Monographs in the humanities
 “Crisis” of 1990s
 Spiraling publishing costs, especially journals
 Increasing volume of materials available in digital form
 Lack of access
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From: Lawrence, Steve. “Free online availability substantially 
increases a paper’s impact” Nature, v.411, 31 May 2001, p. 521.
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Scholarly Communication:
Trends
 Scholarly communication paradigm shift
 Increasing amounts of research and 
scholarship in digital form
 Need to collect and preserve this material
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Faculty Roles and Open Access
 Faculty Roles
 Authors
 Peer-reviewers
 Editors
 Open access options
 SPARC addendum
 Harvard resolution
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Transformation of scholarly publishing
 Traditional
 Electronic
 Future model enabled by cyberinfrastructure
From: Kennan, Mary Anne and Karlheinz Kautz. Scholarly 
Publishing and Open Access: Searching for Understanding of 
an Emerging Phenomenon http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/1867/
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Shifting Gears, Again
 Learning or Information Commons
 Teaching Commons
 Research Commons
 Digital Median Labs or Centers
 Partnerships with University and College 
constituents
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